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DR. BABASAHEB AMBEDKAR TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY, 
LONERE - RAIGAD - 402 103 

Summer Semester Examination - May - 2018 

Branch: B. Tech. 

Subject with Subject Code: Energy and Environmental Engineering 
(CI-1E106) 

Date: 07 / 05 / 2018 

Instructions to the Students: 
Each question carries 12 marks. 
Attempt any five questions of the following. 
Illustrate your answers with neat sketches, diagram, eta, wherever necessary. 
If some part or parameter is noticed to be missing, you may appropriately 
assume it and should mention it clearly. 
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:*? Q 1. Solve any Two of the followl,nrg: — 

(a) How is energy released from 1Jr\anium atoms? Explain with a neat sketch how the 
nuclear power plant generates electricity. Label all the major parts of the plant and their 
functions. 

What are the fossil fuels used for generation of conVeritional power? List the auxiliary 
equipment's of Diesel engine power plants and state any five advantages of diesel engine 
power plants 

What are the Mini and Micro Hydro power plants. Compare the Hydroelectric plants 
with the diesel power plant in respect of site requirement, initial cost, fuel transportation, 
reliability, operating cost simplicity and cleanliness. 

Q. 2. Solve any Two of the following: (6x2=12) 

What are the most favourable sites for installing wind turbines? What range of wind 
speed is considered favourable for wind power generation? Explain briefly about the 
functioning of horizontal wind mills with neat sketch? 

Explain mechanism of photoconduction in a PV cell with a simple sketch? State at 
least four limitations of solar energy. 

Describe the basic principle of operation of an MHD generator. Enumerate any three 
major advantages and limitations of MHD generating plant? 
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Q. 3. Attempt the following: 
(6x2=12) 

Define energy conservation and energy efficiency. How these two terms are different? 

Discuss the various benefits derived from energy conservation. 
What are the energy conservation opportunities available in industry? Briefly explain. 

How the energy is saved while using electric motor? ...:. ..-,- 4-.„ -----* 
-;-4 -.e. , --,, 

-.,' s 
Q.4. Attempt the following: ,-„Ni-:,---* N :?' :-:&,-*-<, m `-,,:,- t) 44.• .7?' .1. 6(6)(2=12) 

e04.‘ 

What are some sources of air pollution in deVeloping areas? what is particulate 
matter? What are the control measures to be taken to minimize tin' air pollution in respect 

of particulate matter? 
. 

What is noise pollution? What are the effects of noise pollution on children's health? 
Enlist the engineering as well as legislative _approach of curbing the noise pollution. 

Q. 5. Solve the following. "' s'1 /4*?`,C,  ',,p14,-0 ),?-;.-45,:, ,,- cid, >,- ...c -,, . , , ,.., e -.,. (6x2=12) 
.:-.., 

What are the objectives ol waler „conservation? ;What is \Itatershed? What are its 

characteristics? Explain. ' 

What are the sit criteria phllutants in the original clean air act. Why are they chosen? 

What is marblesaricePliow is Taj Mahal turtling yellow? 

Q. 6. Solve the-following: 

Define and discuss the salient Nfeatines of Air pollution prevention and control act 

1981.,  

Give a kuroad classification of water pollutants. What are the causes of water pollution 

in cities andiliat'of Villages? 
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(6x2=12) 
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